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ABSTRACT
Aims. We present a technique to measure lightcurves of time-variable point sources on a spatially structured background
from imaging data. The technique was developed to measure light curves of SNLS supernovae in order to infer their
distances. This photometry technique performs simultaneous PSF photometry at the same sky position on an image
series.
Methods. We describe two implementations of the method: one that resamples images before measuring fluxes, and one
which does not. In both instances, we sketch the key algorithms involved and present the validation using semi-artificial
sources introduced in real images in order to assess the accuracy of the supernova flux measurements relative to that
of surrounding stars. We describe the methods required to anchor these PSF fluxes to calibrated aperture catalogs, in
order to derive SN magnitudes.
Results. We find a marginally significant bias of 2 mmag of the after-resampling method, and no bias at the mmag
accuracy for the non-resampling method. Given surrounding star magnitudes, we determine the systematic uncertainty
of SN magnitudes to be less than 1.5 mmag, which represents about one third of the current photometric calibration
uncertainty affecting SN measurements. The SN photometry delivers several by-products: bright star PSF flux mea-
surements which have a repeatability of about 0.6%, as for aperture measurements; we measure relative astrometric
positions with a noise floor of 2.4 mas for a single-image bright star measurement; we show that in all bands of the
MegaCam instrument, stars exhibit a profile linearly broadening with flux by about 0.5% over the whole brightness
range.
Key words. supernovae: general - Techniques: image processing - Techniques: photometric - Astrometry - Methods: data
analysis
1. Introduction
Measuring light curves of variable stars is nowadays mostly
carried out by performing photometry in an image series.
This usually does not reduce to just gathering measure-
ments obtained independently on each image, because one
can take advantage of at least two specific features: most of
the stars in the image series are not variable, and the rel-
ative positions of astronomical sources are constant in the
image series, with a subset possibly affected by significant
proper motions.
Most of the proposed implementations of light curve
measurements are able to detect flux variations, below the
fluctuations due to atmospheric extinction or instrumen-
? Based on observations obtained with
MegaPrime/MegaCam, a joint project of CFHT and
CEA/DAPNIA, at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT) which is operated by the National Research Council
(NRC) of Canada, the Institut National des Sciences de
l’Univers of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(CNRS) of France, and the University of Hawaii.
tal response variation, that typically affects a single-image
or single-epoch measurement. Relying on the assumption
that stars are on average non-variable allows one to cor-
rect for these noise sources on an image per image ba-
sis. Measurements aimed at detecting micro-lensing, planet
transits, or more generally measuring small luminosity vari-
ations, are commonly characterised by the smallest rela-
tive flux variation they can detect for their brightest stars.
Ground-based instruments can reach the milli-magnitude
level (e.g. Montalto et al. 2007), while space-based instru-
ments approach 10−5 (e.g. Jenkins et al. 2010).
Our variable-source photometry pipeline aims at mea-
suring light curves of supernovae (SNe), in order to infer
luminosity distances from those, in the context of ground-
based observations. This requires to derive some apparent
luminosity indicator from the data that is both accurate
(i.e. precisely calibrated) and limited only by shot noise
(because distant supernovae are faint). Supernova obser-
vations could in principle be directly calibrated to stan-
dard stars. This route is however inefficient because a siz-
able fraction of observing nights is non-photometric, i.e. the
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temporal or spatial variability of atmospheric extinction is
too large to allow one to reliably assume that science and
calibration targets were observed under sufficiently similar
conditions. Hence, most ground-based supernova surveys
calibrate their supernovae via a two-step process: measur-
ing the ratio of SN flux to some surrounding stars (step 1),
and measuring the fluxes of these surrounding stars with
respect to some standards, usually in a subset of images
(step 2). As these standards are usually secondary stan-
dards, commonly the Landolt catalog (Landolt 1992) or
the Smith catalog, (Smith et al. 2002), the “relay stars”
in SN fields are called tertiary stars. This two-step pro-
cess allows one to rescue non-photometric observations of
the SN, again under the assumption that tertiary stars are
on average non-variable. Note, however, that variable stars
can be detected and ignored. The key performances of an
SN light curve pipeline is no longer the smallest detectable
luminosity variation, but rather the statistical efficiency1
of the supernova measurements and the fidelity (on aver-
age) of the ratio of supernova flux to that of neighbouring
stars. These two qualities are usually called precision and
accuracy respectively.
In this paper, we will concentrate on the first measure-
ment step, i.e. measuring the ratio of SN fluxes to that of
tertiary stars, in the framework of the SuperNova Legacy
Survey (SNLS, described in §2). We will discuss as well the
comparison of obtained instrumental magnitudes to cali-
brated magnitudes obtained at step 2, which turns out to be
more subtle than one might naively think. We will not dis-
cuss here the derivation of magnitudes of tertiary stars on
a photometric system accurately related to physical fluxes,
but rather point interested readers to Betoule et al. (2013)
(and references therein) for the data set discussed in this
paper, and to Ivezic´ et al. (2007); Tucker et al. (2006) (and
references therein) for a parallel work on the SDSS SN sur-
vey, with some updates in Betoule et al. (2013).
Regarding the SN-to-tertiary stars measurement, our
approach consists in fitting a time-variable point source on
top of a time-independent galaxy image to the image series.
We propose two incarnations of the procedure, one which
requires resampling the images prior to the fit, and a second
one which does not. The former was used for past SNLS
publications (Astier et al. 2006; Guy et al. 2010), and the
latter is very similar to the “Scene modeling” described in
Holtzman et al. (2008) that was developed for the SDSS
SN survey.
SN cosmology now requires accurate SN fluxes: with
the current sample of ∼ 500 well-measured SNe distances,
photometric calibration uncertainties, typically better than
0.01 mag, contribute as much as random errors (shot noise
and SN variability) to the cosmological parameters uncer-
tainties (Conley et al. 2011; Sullivan et al. 2011). Since
biases of SN flux measurements relative to field stars con-
tribute to the overall cosmology uncertainty budget in the
same way as photometric calibration uncertainties, SN pho-
tometry is now to be challenged at the few mmag level. In
this work, we report on tests and effects at this level of accu-
racy, or better. Random errors affecting SN measurements
are much larger, but average out.
1 In statistics, the efficiency of an estimator is defined as the
ratio of the minimum variance bound (from the Crame´r-Rao
inequality) to its actual variance (see e.g. Kendall & Stuart 1961,
vol. 2 §18.15).
The plan of this paper goes as follows: we first briefly
describe the SNLS survey (§ 2) and then sketch (§ 3) the
pre-reduction steps applied to images prior to SN photom-
etry. We compare our approach with others that have been
used in § 4. We then describe our two implementations of
the SN photometry, the “resampled simultaneous photom-
etry” (RSP thereafter, § 5) and the “direct simultaneous
photometry” (DSP thereafter,§ 6). For the latter we detail
the calculation of the simultaneous astrometric solution and
the influence of atmospheric refraction. We then enter into
the tests of both methods using simulations that heavily
rely on real images (§ 7). How we relate instrumental mag-
nitudes of tertiaries to calibrated magnitudes of the same
stars is described in § 8. We assess the quality of SN pho-
tometry in § 9. We discuss the variation of PSF size with
star brightness in § 10. We briefly sketch the salient tech-
nical points of the implementation in § 11, and conclude in
§ 12.
2. The SNLS survey
We deliver here the minimum information about the sur-
vey required for what follows, see Astier et al. (2006) for
more details. The SuperNova Legacy Survey (SNLS) was
a two-prong survey: the photometry was acquired within
the deep survey of the Canada-France Hawaii Telescope
Legacy Survey (CFHTLS2), conducted on the CFHT from
2003 to 2008, using the then new 1 deg2 imager MegaCam.
SNLS also conducted a spectroscopic survey relying mostly
on VLT, Gemini and Keck that we will not discuss fur-
ther. MegaCam (Boulade et al. 2003) gathers 36 back-
illuminated thinned CCDs (E2V CCD42-90) of 2048× 4612
pixel2 with a plate scale of 0.185 ′′/pixel. This plate scale
delivers images which sample typical PSFs with more than
4 pixels FWHM, falling to ∼ 2.5 for the best image qual-
ity. These CCDs are arranged in 4 rows of 9 chips, each
covering 6.3×14.2 arcmin2. The deep CFHTLS survey con-
sisted in monitoring 4 to 5 times per lunation in the griz
bands, 4 pointings spread in right ascension, as long as they
remained visible. Each visit typically consisted in 5 to 8
consecutive images with exposure times of a few hundred
seconds, and ditherings of at most 250 pixels in right ascen-
sion and 1000 pixels in declination. Most of the observing
nights also have calibration exposures of Landolt fields, in
ugriz bands. The four science fields, (see table 1 in Astier
et al. 2006) were selected for their low Galactic extinction,
and hence have a low stellar density. MegaCam observa-
tions are grouped in “runs”, lasting 14-18 nights in a row,
centered on new moon. The camera is removed from the
telescope during bright time. MegaCam observations are
acquired by the observatory staff according to observers’
requests. Depending on band and field, the CFHTLS deep
survey has delivered 500 to 800 individual exposures that
are used to measure lightcurves of supernovae.
All images gathered with MegaCam have very similar
orientations (relative rotations are of the order of 0.2◦ rms,
but much less within a run), and the x and y coordinates
of the CCDs are fairly well aligned with right ascension
and declination. At the beginning of the survey, the image
quality was typically 20% worse in the corners of the focal
plane than in the center. This improved to ∼10% after the
flip of the L3 lens of the image corrector in Dec 2004. In July
2 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/CFHTLS
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2007, the i filter was accidentally broken, and a replacement
filter was procured within 3 months, slightly different from
the original, which we call i2 in what follows. No SN event
has data in both filters.
3. Pre-reduction and PSF modeling
MegaCam images are processed at CFHT before release
using the Elixir pipeline (Magnier & Cuillandre 2004). This
set of tools assembles flat-field frames from twilight images
from a whole MegaCam run and applies those consistently
to all exposures. It also extracts fringe patterns from all
science images in i and z bands and subtracts those. Images
are delivered with an astrometry to ∼1′′.
Some processing of the images is required before they
can enter the SN photometry pipeline. We typically need:
– some estimates of data quality, e.g. image quality (IQ),
objects counts, a preliminary estimate of the photomet-
ric zero point in order to assess the atmospheric extinc-
tion;
– a map of pixel weights initialised from inverse sky vari-
ance and flat-field frames. This map also identifies the
pixels to be ignored for measurements, typically from
CCD defects, saturation, cosmic rays and satellite trails;
– a World Coordinate System (WCS) for each image, ob-
tained from matching the image catalog to that of a
deep image stack itself anchored to the USNO catalog
to set scale and orientation. We only rely on relative
positions from these WCSs in order to match catalogs
from different images of the same field;
– a PSF model for each image allowing for spatial varia-
tions.
The reductions described in this paragraph are car-
ried out independently for each CCD (2048 × 4612 pixels,
6.2×14.2 arcminutes).
Some images were acquired at CFHT for the survey, but
are not part of the CFHTLS data sample because of their
poor quality. We anyway collect those poor quality images
and apply two quality cuts: we reject images with IQ>3.5
(defined in Eq. 2 below, and the median IQ is around 2), or
with an atmospheric extinction above ∼ 2 magnitudes from
the average. In both instances, these images do not convey
a significant amount of information for SN lightcurves.
3.1. Image catalog and sky background
We use SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to build a
first image catalog, and obtain a “segmentation map” (i.e.
a map of pixels attributed to detected objects). We en-
large the footprint of objects by 5 pixels, and then com-
pute a sky background map using only unmasked pixels,
using an algorithm similar to the SExtractor one. We then
subtract this smooth background component, and compute
the Gaussian-weighted first and second moments of all de-
tections. The second moments of the Gaussian weighting
function are iteratively adjusted to the ones of each object,
i.e. the matrix of weighted second moments should satisfy:
Mg = 2
∑
pixels(xi − xc)(xi − xc)TWg(xi)Ii∑
pixelsWg(xi)Ii
(1)
Wg(xi) ≡ exp
[
−1
2
(xi − xc)TMg−1(xi − xc)
]
where xi are pixel coordinates, xc the Gaussian weighted
centroid obtained similarly, and Ii is the (sky subtracted)
image value at pixel i. This iterative adjustment of sec-
ond moments mostly fails on extremely sharp detections
typically due to image defects or cosmic rays. The algo-
rithm often diverges on blended objects, which then do not
get second moments measurements. Equation 1 is the nor-
mal equation for second moments of a least squares fit of
a 2D-Gaussian to the image, assuming a stationary noise
(i.e. position-independent). Ignoring the contribution of the
object to pixel variance makes the relative weights of pix-
els independent of the star flux, and hence ensures that
the inadequacy of the Gaussian PSF to describe the actual
star shapes does not cause a flux-dependent shift of these
Gaussian second moments. We have checked on simulated
images with a non-Gaussian PSF that this size estimator is
independent of brightness at the 10−4 level.
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Fig. 1: Gaussian-weighted second moments from a single
typical image, with the found star clump and the star se-
lection (red points within the ellipse).
The Gaussian-weighted second moments of stars tend
to cluster in the (Mxxg ,M
yy
g ) plane. The shape of the star
clump (due to the variation of PSF across the CCD) is mod-
eled as a 2-D Gaussian distribution and stars are selected
within a 5-σ ellipse, as shown in figure 1. We compute the
average second moment matrix of found stars M¯ and define
the image quality as:
σIQ ≡ 4
√
det(M¯) (2)
σIQ hence refers to a Gaussian r.m.s rather than FWHM,
and is expressed in pixel units. A 0.8′′ FWHM seeing, typ-
ical for the CFHTLS observations, translates to σIQ ∼ 2
with our definition. We define a set of circular apertures
in units of σIQ, and measure the fluxes of all detections in
these apertures, keeping track of bad or saturated pixels,
and pixels attributed to other detections. These aperture
catalogs constitute the basic bricks of the tertiary cata-
logs which are presented in Betoule et al. (2013). Images in
which the star cluster cannot be found are ignored for fur-
ther processing. These failures are usually due to massive
extinction or severe guiding errors. The WCSs are com-
puted from the Gaussian-weighted positions.
3
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3.2. PSF modeling
The star catalog from each image is used as input for model-
ing the PSF. We roughly follow the strategy of DAOPHOT
(Stetson 1987): modeling an analytic point spread func-
tion (PSF) and complement it with pixelised correction at
the same sampling as the images. The analytic part offers
the advantage that it accurately describes the dependence
of the PSF with respect to the object position within the
central pixel, and the non-analytic part accommodates de-
partures from the analytic shape, such as asymetries and
guiding errors. For the analytic part, we chose an elliptical
Moffat PSF (Moffat 1969):
P (x, y) = A
[
1 + r2
]−β
,
r2 ≡ wxxx2 + wyyy2 + 2wxyxy
A ≡ β − 1
pi
√
wxxwyy − w2xy
with β = 2.5. Both the parameters of the analytic part
(wxx, wyy, wxy) and the pixels of the non-analytic part are
modeled as linear functions of position within the CCD.
All stars are used as PSF models (with the standard least
squares pixel weighting, see §3.3), and we robustify the fit
by eliminating stars and single pixels which have a deviant
contribution to least squares. The process is entirely auto-
matic and, as for star finding, failures are commonly due to
large extinctions or severe guiding errors. The outcome of
the process is a PSF model as a function of position in the
CCD, and the flux and position of stars, with their uncer-
tainties, where the latter only account for shot noise of sky
and objects. Due to their sharing of the same (uncertain)
PSF model, parameters of different stars are correlated, but
these small correlations are ignored in what follows.
3.3. A few technical points about PSF photometry
We refer to Appendix B of Guy et al. (2010) for a discussion
of the effects of position uncertainty on PSF flux estimates,
and recall here the salient points. For a Gaussian PSF, a
position error underestimates the flux by:
∆f
f
=
1
4
δx2 + δy2
σ2IQ
(3)
which is quadratic in the position error. It therefore does
not average out from one measurement to another, and
leads to a systematic bias inherent to PSF photometry.
More generally, a PSF flux estimation on a single image
suffers from a bias at low S/N:
E[f̂ ] ' f
{
1− Var[f̂ ]
f2
}
(4)
where the approximation obviously breaks down when S/N
approaches 1. Since we have to cope with measurements
of SNe at low S/N (we occasionally deal with S/N < 1),
we have to fit or impose a single common position on all
images. Since we are concerned by the accuracy of flux ra-
tios, the tertiary stars should also be measured imposing a
common position, so that they are affected by inaccuracies
of coordinate mappings between images in the same way as
SNe.
A least-squares PSF flux estimator reads:
fˆ =
∑
i wiPiIi∑
i wiPiPi
(5)
where P is the PSF, I is the sky-subtracted image, w
denotes the pixel weights in least squares, and the sums
run over pixels. The statistically optimal weights read
w−1i = Var[Ii] = Var[sky] + kfPi, where k is the ratio
of a pixel content to its shot noise variance, usually the
inverse of the gain. For a faint source, fˆ ∝ ∑i PiIi and
for a bright source fˆ ∝ ∑i Ii, so that the relative weights
of image pixels Ii vary with source brightness. Flux ra-
tios are then accurate only if the PSF model is faithful.
Setting w−1i = Var[sky] preserves the statistical optimality
for faint sources and makes flux ratios independent of the
accuracy of the PSF model, at the expense of a subopti-
mal flux estimator for brighter sources. Since the flux ratio
uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty of the fainter
source, and we have several tertiary stars for each SN, we
settled for w−1i = Var[sky] for both the photometry of SNe
and tertiaries. Note that the reason for assuming a station-
ary noise when estimating Gaussian second moments (Eq.
1) is essentially the same.
We however use the optimal pixel weights (i.e. account
for all noise sources including the object itself) when mod-
eling the PSF (§3.2), in order to obtain a PSF model as
faithful as possible. It is worth stressing that there is a sys-
tematic difference between using w−1i = Var[sky] + kfPi
and w−1i = Var[sky] + kIi in expression 5, although these
two expressions should agree on average. With the second
expression, the flux estimator becomes seriously non lin-
ear w.r.t pixel values Ii and this leads to unacceptable flux
biases, analogue to the ones described in Humphrey et al.
(2009). The PSF modelling yields PSF fluxes of tertiary
stars, but those will not be used for comparison with SNe,
because they rely on flux-dependent weights and are not
obtained by enforcing a common position on all images.
4. Overview of SN photometry techniques
Photometry of variable sources is required to build light
curves. Supernovae are not just like variable stars, because
they usually appear in galaxies, which constitute a spa-
tially structured background to the SN light. The classi-
cal sky subtraction algorithms assume a spatially smooth
background (see e.g. Irwin 1985, and references therein) and
hence cannot be used. As most galaxy subtraction schemes,
we will rely on images of the field without the supernova ac-
quired either before or well after the explosion. Note that as
mentioned above, tertiary stars (i.e. stars surrounding the
supernova measured in the same frames) should be mea-
sured as well and in such a way that flux ratios are as
accurate as possible.
Many approaches have been proposed for this differen-
tial photometry problem:
1. Measure fluxes in the same aperture on both “on” and
“off” images and subtract those, after a proper flux scal-
ing (e.g. Perlmutter et al. 1999). Surrounding stars are
measured using the same aperture photometry on both
sets of images (and these fluxes indeed define the flux
scales).
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2. Register (via resampling) the “off” image to align it on
the “on” image (or vice versa), match the PSFs (by ap-
plication of a convolution kernel to the best-IQ image),
flux scale one using stars, subtract images, and measure
the SN PSF flux on the subtraction (e.g. Hamuy et al.
1994; Schmidt et al. 1998). Surrounding stars are mea-
sured using PSF photometry on un-subtracted frames.
3. From the image series, compute all flux differences using
the above method. There are N(N-1)/2 such differences
and the method is called NN2 (Barris et al. 2005). From
this potentially large number of differences, one fits for
the actual light curve points by least squares, imposing a
null flux constraint. Surrounding stars are directly mea-
sured using PSF photometry on unsubtracted frames.
4. Fitting a time-independent pixellised galaxy model and
a time-variable point source to the image series, forc-
ing the flux to zero in images where the SN is “off”.
Surrounding stars are measured using the same tech-
nique without fitting a galaxy and without “off” periods
(Fabbro 2001; Astier et al. 2006; Holtzman et al. 2008;
Guy et al. 2010).
The last approach directly fits the model to the whole
data set and might be optimal from a statistical point of
view by reaching the minimum variance bound set by the
Crame´r-Rao inequality. The NN2 technique could reach sta-
tistical optimality if it tracked the covariance of all flux
differences when computing the actual light curve. The
method is however computationally prohibitive when deal-
ing with several hundred images. The technique sketched
in point 2 above approaches statistical optimality because
there is not much information to gain about the galaxy
light distribution under the SN from images with the SN.
By not using PSF photometry, the method 1 is suboptimal
from a statistical point of view, but independent of any PSF
modeling, at variance with all other approaches. Method 1
also does not require image resampling, at variance with
methods 2 & 3.
This paper will discuss two incarnations of the full
model technique (method 4 above): one method assumes
that all images are on the same pixel grid and hence
requires resampled images, and the other resamples the
model rather than the input data, as originally proposed
in Holtzman et al. (2008). In both instances, we use the
weighting scheme discussed in §3.3 which avoids the short-
comings of inaccurate PSF modeling.
5. Resampled simultaneous photometry (RSP)
The first step of the resampled simultaneous photometry
(RSP) consists in identifying the best IQ image of the se-
ries (“the reference”), and resample all other images to the
same pixel grid as this image. The needed geometrical map-
pings are fitted to the catalogs and leave residuals typically
around 0.15 pixel (dominated by shot noise). Note that we
also resample the weight maps, in particular to properly
account for pixels with null weight. Then, discrete convolu-
tion kernels are fitted to the aligned image pairs in order to
match the PSF of the reference to all the other images of the
series, using the Alard & Lupton (1998) algorithm. More
precisely, we fit a spatially variable kernel (Alard 2000),
which can compensate minor misalignment residuals, and
we impose a position-independent kernel integral. The fit is
carried out on stamps centered on the 150 (non-saturated)
objects in the frame with the highest peak flux. Note that
the fitted kernel matches both the PSF shape and the flux
scale of the involved image pair.
On the set of aligned images, the model for the expected
light in image i at pixel p reads:
Mi,p = {[fi × φref (xp − xSN ) + galref ]⊗Ki}p + si (6)
where fi is the SN flux in image i, galref is the galaxy pixel
map in the reference image (assumed to be non-variable in
time) at the sampling of this reference image, Ki is the
convolution kernel to match the reference image PSF φref
and flux scale to the ones of image i. si is the sky of image
i. This model is compared to data using least squares:
χ2 =
∑
i
∑
p
wi,p(Mi,p − Ii,p)2 (7)
where Ii,p is the data. The fit parameters are one flux per
“on” image, a single SN position, the galaxy pixel map,
and a sky level per image, except for one image, because it
would be degenerate with a spatially-constant flux added
to the galaxy map3. We only fit a stamp around the SN,
typically of 10 times σIQ on a side. Convolution kernels are
also pixel maps whose size is adjusted to the IQ difference
they are expected to bridge. The galaxy map is fitted up
to the size required by the worst IQ image in the series,
typically 50 pixels on a side.
When fitting a supernova, we impose fi = 0 on images
acquired before or long after the explosion. When fitting the
light curve of a tertiary star, we impose that the underlying
galaxy galref is zero, and also allow sky level si to vary in
all images (as opposed to freezing one to zero when fitting
the galaxy).
One might note that the fit assumes pixels to be inde-
pendent, thus ignoring the correlations introduced between
neighbouring pixels by resampling, because the latter are
not easily tractable. For linear least squares, approximat-
ing the uncertainties is not a source of bias, but is subopti-
mal, as stated by the Gauss-Markov theorem4. Because the
object’s position does not enter linearly in the fit, the ar-
gument does not strictly apply and we will discuss shortly
realistic simulations that may detect a possible flux bias.
Regarding optimality, simplified simulations show that ig-
noring correlations due to resampling when measuring PSF
fluxes on resampled images has a negligible effect on the
real variance of the flux estimator, for the typical spatial
sampling we are considering here. Because resampling in-
troduces mostly positive correlations between neighbouring
pixels, the flux variance estimated from propagating the ap-
parent sky variance is usually underestimated.
6. Direct simultaneous photometry (DSP)
The direct simultaneous photometry (DSP) aims at avoid-
ing any resampling of the data. Since input pixels are then
uncorrelated, ignoring correlations is no longer an approxi-
mation. Propagation of the shot noise is tractable, and one
3 The model of eq. 6 is unchanged if one operates the simulta-
neous substitutions: galref ← galref +C and si ← si −C
∫
Ki.
4 The Gauss-Markov theorem states that for Gaussian prob-
lems, among linear estimators, the one with smallest variance
maximises the likelihood.
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saves the computer mass storage corresponding to resam-
pled images. The method can be used on under-sampled im-
ages (fitting an over-sampled galaxy model). The tests pre-
sented in § 7 are more complete than for the RSP method.
The DSP method requires a PSF model for each im-
age in the series, and coordinate transformations that map
images one on the other. We have already discussed the pro-
duction of the PSF of each image in §3.2, and we will first
describe how we obtain the necessary coordinate mappings.
We then discuss atmospheric refraction and star positions
because position variations matter for fluxes in the context
of a fit that imposes a common position on all images. We
eventually describe the fit itself.
6.1. Relative astrometry of the image series
Since we are fitting SNe simultaneously to an image series,
imposing a fixed position on the sky, we have to transform
its position (in some frame) into pixel coordinates in any
image of the series. Since we are going to use these trans-
formations to position a PSF on each image, these transfor-
mations should be determined using coordinates obtained
using the same PSF model as the one that will be used
during the fit. We hence adjust transformations using PSF-
fitted coordinates of stars, which are a by-product of PSF
modeling (§ 3.2).
Our image series consists in all images from a given
CCD, gathered in exposures of one of our fields in a given
band. These images are equipped with a WCS accurate to
better than 1 pixel, which can be used to associate all stars
detected in the image series. We typically have ∼ 200 stars,
with a total of O(50000) measurements. Because of satura-
tion, the brightest stars are only usable on the poorest IQ
images, while the faintest ones can only be measured on the
best IQ images. For the star i, its expected position P ij in
image j is modeled as
P ij = Tj(Xi + µi(tj − t0)) (8)
where Tj is the coordinate mapping from a reference sys-
tem to pixels in image j, Xi refers to the coordinates of
star i in this reference system, µi the proper motion of this
star, tj the epoch of image j and t0 some reference epoch.
The parameters of the astrometric fit are Tj (one per im-
age), Xi and µi (one position and one proper motion per
star). We choose the best IQ image as the reference sys-
tem: its transformation T is just the identity and is not
fitted. We choose the reference epoch t0 as the mean sur-
vey epoch. The transformations T are modeled as polyno-
mial functions of the cooordinates5, and we chose quadratic
functions because a higher degree did not seem to improve
significantly the residuals. Conversely, linear transforma-
tions increase the r.m.s residuals by a factor of 2 to 3 with
respect to quadratic ones. Note that these transformations
map images from the same intrument on each other, and
coordinate mappings from CCD coordinates to the sidereal
coordinates do require higher orders.
The model is almost degenerate: if one operates the sub-
stitutions:
Tj(Xi)← Tj(Xi + (tj − t0)g(Xi))
µi ← µi − g(Xi)
5 For sake of completeness, we note that rather than fitting T ,
we fit the reciprocal functions because the fit is then linear.
where g is any arbitrary function, the predicted position
is not changed if the transformations Tj are linear, which
happens to be almost exactly true. Non-moving objects ob-
viously lift the degeneracy, and inserting galaxies into the
fit seems an obvious cure. However, the position of galaxies
with respect to stars depends on the chosen definition of
position, and are likely to depend on details of the PSF.
We hence resorted to iteratively isolating a subset of stars
affected by proper motions: all stars are initially fixed, and
we release at most one star per iteration, requiring that
its release decreases its contribution to the χ2 by a fac-
tor of 2 or more. We also allow each iteration to discard a
small number of outlier measurements. The fit stops when
no star status was changed (fixed or allowed to move) nor
any measurement was discarded.
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Fig. 2: Astrometric 1-D residuals scatter as a function of
star magnitude for the D3 field in r band. The top plot
compares, as a function of magnitude, the measured resid-
ual rms (points) with the average expected rms (curve)
including a noise floor of 0.013 pixels. They are roughly
compatible, but not necessarily equal because the expected
rms varies with IQ at fixed magnitude. The bottom plot
displays the rms of the residual pulls (i.e. residuals in unit
of expected rms), which are close to 1 at all magnitudes. We
hence conclude that adding the position noise floor of 0.013
pixels (2.4 mas) in quadrature to the position uncertainty
expected from shot noise fairly describes the residuals. This
figure only considers residuals along y for reasons explained
in section § 6.2.
We initially used the position uncertainties from PSF
position measurements (i.e. propagation of shot noise), but
those proved to be inadequate at the bright end, where
they possibly reach 0.002 pixel r.m.s. We hence added in
quadrature a “position noise floor” of 0.013 pixels r.m.s, ad-
justed to the residuals at the bright end. Figure 2 illustrates
that this simple uncertainty model adequately describes the
observed scatter. We find similar noise floor values for all
bands. This astrometric noise floor of 0.013 pixel or 2.4 mas
is significantly better than the one reported for wide-field
ground-based astrometry in Anderson et al. (2006). In con-
trast, Lazorenko (2006) obtains a significantly better result
than ours, but on a narrower field instrument.
Although the astrometric precision has a negligible in-
fluence on the quality of our photometric measurements, we
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searched for systematic errors contributing to the astromet-
ric precision floor, and we report one related serendipitous
finding (which does not explain the observed residual) in
appendix B.
The precision of proper motion measurements can be as-
sessed by comparing the proper motions detected in two dif-
ferent bands, because the fits are performed independently.
Comparing non-zero proper motions in r and i bands, we
find rms differences of ∼1.5 mas/y per coordinate, indi-
cating a precision of ∼1 mas/y in each band. This figure is
about 5 times worse than anticipated from the single-image
astrometric precision of ∼7 mas, and we attribute most of
this difference to our crude algorithm used to separate fixed
and moving stars, which does not aim at optimising proper
motion measurements. Optimising the proper motion pre-
cision would also likely benefit from accounting for atmo-
spheric refraction (that we discuss in next paragraph) as
well as pixel size discontinuities (discussed in appendix B).
Note that the influence of proper motion inaccuracies on
geometrical transformations are indeed tested by the sim-
ulations described in § 7.
6.2. Position shifts induced by atmospheric refraction
This section justifies why we can ignore the effect of at-
mospheric refraction when mapping coordinates of differ-
ent images. Atmospheric refraction bends light rays in a
plane that contains the incoming direction and the vertical
at the observatory. Light rays from zenith are unaffected.
This bending displaces the objects in the image plane:
δx = [n(λ)− 1] tan z sin η (9)
δy = [n(λ)− 1] tan z cos η (10)
where n(λ) is the refraction index of the atmosphere, z is
the zenith angle and η is the parallactic angle, the direction
of the refraction-induced displacement in the image plane.
We recall that with MegaCam, x and y are well aligned with
right ascension and declination. The law of sines relates the
parallactic angle with other angles describing the observing
conditions:
sin η
cos `
=
sinh
sin z
(11)
where ` is the latitude of the observatory and h is the hour
angle, i.e. the RA difference between the target and the
zenith. Atmospheric refraction displaces the whole image
(by ∼ 30-40′′ in the visible, for tan z = 1, on the Mauna
Kea), with a small distortion due to the variation of zenith
angle across the field of view. Both effects are absorbed
into the geometrical transformations (eq. 8). Conversely,
we are sensitive to the different displacement of wavelengths
within the observing band, which is oriented in the same
direction as the total displacement and scales with the dif-
ference of refractive indices between cuton and cutoff wave-
lengths of the band. As a consequence, g is the most affected
band. This differential displacement moves red and blue
stars in opposite directions w.r.t. an average-color star, and
we are only sensitive to the scatter of these displacements
across images, which scales with the scatter of tan z sin η
and tan z cos η along x and y respectively. It turns out that
σ(tan z sin η) ∼ 0.4, and σ(tan z cos η) is typically 10 times
smaller (see table 3 below). This is a consequence of our ob-
serving the science fields over as long a season as possible,
and we will concentrate in the following discussion on the x
coordinate, the most affected one. We choose to index star
colors by g − i, and, assuming their spectra to be power
laws, we can approximate the displacement of a star in a
given image with respect to its average position as:
δxg ' kg(g − i− 〈g − i〉) tan z sin η (12)
where kf is a constant depending on the considered filter
f , and g − i − 〈g − i〉 is the difference in color of this star
to the average color of the stars involved in the astrometric
fit. We have assumed in equation 12 that 〈tan z sin η〉 ∼ 0,
which is fairly accurate for a survey such as SNLS (see table
3), and figure 3 illustrates that this expression 12 describes
a detectable effect. We measure kg ' 0.13 pixels from this
figure and computations using the Pickles (1998) stellar
library yield a similar value for the typical Mauna Kea air
column.
Fig. 3: Astrometric residuals along x (i.e. RA) in g band as
a function of the displacement expected from refraction, up
to an unknown constant, for stars brighter than i = 20.
We evaluate the color spread of stars involved in the
fit to σ(g − i) ' 0.9. In the SNLS, we typically have
σ(tan z sin η) ' 0.4, so that refraction contributes σ(δx) '
0.9 ∗ 0.4 ∗ 0.13 = 0.047 pixels to astrometric residuals along
x for g band, compatible to ∼ 10% with the difference in
scatter between residuals along x (0.057 pixels) and y (0.026
pixels).
We have considered incorporating differential refraction
into the astrometric model (equation 8). As for proper mo-
tions, we would then have to account for the star displace-
ments induced by refraction when carrying out the simul-
taneous photometry fit. Our insistance on treating SNe and
tertiaries as similarly as possible would then face a prob-
lem: predicting the displacement requires a color, SN colors
vary with phase and we do not have color measurements at
all phases. More fundamentally, setting up a photometry
scheme that relies on the colors of the object we are trying
to measure is not very appealing. The alternative is to just
ignore refraction for both stars and SNe, and we will now
evaluate the incurred loss of photometric accuracy.
We now evaluate the effect of displacements induced by
refraction on the ratio of SN flux fSN to tertiary star flux
f∗, using expression 3, and averaging over tertiaries. We
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have:
δE [fSN/f∗]
E [fSN/f∗]
=
δfSN
fSN
− E
[
δf∗
f∗
]
=
1
4
(δxSN )
2 − E[(δx∗)2]
σ2IQ
= k2g
(cSN − c¯)2 − V ar(c∗)
4σ2IQ
Var[tan z sin η]
' 1.5 10−4 [(cSN − c¯)2 − 0.7] (13)
where c denotes g − i, c¯ the average over stars, and we
have assumed σIQ = 2. We see that in order to bias flux
ratios by more than one part in thousand, the color of the
SN would need to be 3 magnitudes different from the av-
erage star. This is not the case for SNe Ia at the redshifts
we are considering, and such sources are very rare. Would
the algorithm have to cope with such an odd source, one
could still incorporate the displacement induced by refrac-
tion into the model. For “regular” sources, and in particular
SNe Ia, it is in fact more favourable (and obviously simpler)
to just ignore atmospheric refraction, which will be our line
of conduct in what follows.
6.3. Photometric fit
The DSP algorithm discussed in this section does not re-
sample the images, but instead resamples the model, so
that the data pixels to which the model is compared are in-
deed independent, and diagonal least squares are not an ap-
proximation. The statistical benefit in terms of photometric
noise turns out to be small in our case because MegaCam
images are well sampled. Note that for poorly sampled im-
ages, avoiding resampling becomes essentially mandatory
for precision work. The flux expected for image i at pixel p
(located at xp), reads:
Mi,p =
[
fi × φi(xp − Ti[xobj ]) +G
(
T−1i (xp)
)⊗Ki + Si]Ri
(14)
where fi is the object flux in image i, φi the PSF function
in the same image, Ti is the geometrical transformation to
the reference image (defined in Eq. 8), G is the galaxy pix-
elised model for the PSF of the reference image, and Ki the
convolution kernel that matches the PSF of the reference
to the one of image i (at the object position), Si is the sky
level in image i, Ri the photometric ratio of the reference to
image i, and xobj is the coordinate of the object (in the ref-
erence frame). fi, G, Si and xobj are the fit parameters. The
kernels Ki are fitted from the PSFs of the reference image
and the image i, and has to be multiplied by the photomet-
ric ratio of the same images, fitted from the PSF fluxes,
a by-product of PSF modeling (§ 3.2). Modeling uniform
photometric ratios over a CCD seems adequate because we
have found a high correlation of photometric ratios of dif-
ferent CCDs within an exposure. This approximation does
not cause flux biases but only contributes a small additional
random error, bounded by the reproducibility of bright star
fluxes, i.e. ∼0.006 mag (§7.5.3).
The galaxy model G is by default modeled at the same
sampling as the input images, although one can consider a
finer sampling. As written above, Megacam images are well
sampled (FWHM > 4 pixels on average), so that resam-
pling does not significantly smooth the sharpest objects.
One might be concerned because the galaxy is modeled at
the best IQ of the image series, and the shortcomings of re-
sampling under-sampled images might be at play. It turns
out that in expression 14, the galaxy model G is smoothed
by a convolution kernel. We hence resample a galaxy model
with the same IQ as the used images, which are on aver-
age well sampled. We note that the simulations we describe
below to test the DSP method could indeed detect a bias
induced by resampling, in particular by looking for photo-
metric residuals varying with IQ, and found none.
For the fit of tertiaries, the galaxy part of the model
is set to zero, and the position in each image xobj,i =
xobj +µobj(ti− tref ) accounts for proper motion µobj when
applicable.
6.3.1. Fitting all bands simultaneously?
Readers might wonder why we process pass-bands indepen-
dently, since enforcing common values of nuisance param-
eters (e.g. star positions, proper motions) usually reduces
random errors of parameters of interest (e.g. SN and star
fluxes). Fitting the astrometry in all bands simultaneously
would reduce the uncertainty of output catalogs, provided
the impact of atmospheric refraction remains small (note
that § 6.2 only discusses refraction-induced offsets between
images from the same band, not offsets between different
bands). However, the photometric fit does not use positions
from the astrometric fit, but only uses the fitted proper mo-
tions and transformations. The uncertainties of the proper
motions are too small to compromise the photometric accu-
racy. Improving the fitted catalog will marginally improve
the fitted transformations, since their uncertainties mostly
result from position measurement uncertainties in the im-
age they are mapping.
Regarding the simultaneous photometric fit itself, fit-
ting jointly all bands would improve the quality of positions,
which does not reduce the variance of fluxes but instead re-
duces the bias of flux estimators at low S/N (see § 3.3). For
SNLS, this last point is only relevant in practice for distant
supernovae, which may exhibit low S/N in g and z bands.
Conversely, all supernovae have a large enough integrated
S/N in r and i bands. We hence fit supernovae in g and z
bands at a fixed position, provided by r and i bands, and
study the possible shortcomings of the procedure in § 9.2.
Since the benefits of fitting all bands simultaneously are
at best tenuous, and might require a proper accounting of
refraction, we did not attempt it.
6.3.2. Dealing with the Poisson noise from objects
As discussed in § 3.3, we deliberately ignore the contri-
bution of the objects to the noise when estimating fluxes,
in order to ensure linearity, independently of the fidelity
of the PSF. As a consequence, the flux uncertainties ob-
tained from the second derivatives of the χ2 at minimum
are underestimated. The parameters, and their actual un-
certainties read:
θˆ = (ATWA)−1ATWD
cov(θˆθˆT ) = (ATWA)−1ATWcov(DDT )WTA(ATWA)−1
(15)
with χ2 = (Aθ −D)TW (Aθ −D), and :
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W is the weight matrix actually used in the fit.
D is the data vector.
θ is the vector containing the model parameters.
A is the design matrix, i.e. E[D] = Aθ.
In standard least squares, we would have W−1 =
cov(DDT ), and cov(θˆθˆT ) = (ATWA)−1, which is the min-
imum variance bound. For reasons discussed in § 3.3, we
choose pixel weights w−1i = V ar(Sky). This choice leads to
a suboptimal fit, as indicated by the Gauss-Markov theo-
rem, but we find that the loss in precision is insignificant.
Indeed, the simulations that follow indicate an average in-
crease of uncertainties around 2.5% above the minimum
variance bound for typical tertiary stars.
7. Validations with simulations
7.1. Simulation goals
The fundamental requirement of SN photometry is the
preservation of flux ratios between field stars and SN. We
therefore designed a simulation whose aim is to ensure that
this ratio is maintained across a wide range of photometric
conditions. In particular we want to ensure that :
– fitting a galaxy model during SN photometry does not
induce any biases. Indeed, galaxy fitting is the only algo-
rithmic difference between SN and tertiary/calibration
star photometry;
– flux ratios are properly recovered over a wide enough
range of IQ and S/N;
– after tuning some aspects of the uncertainty model, it
properly describes the observed scatter.
– sampling the galaxy model at the same spatial sampling
as the images is fine enough.
7.2. Simulation method
The simulation consists in modifying real SNLS science im-
ages by adding so called fake stars to them. These fake stars
are constructed by copying and pasting image stamps of
bright, high photometric quality stars, dubbed model stars,
onto a nearby galaxy after being appropriately dimmed. We
translate the model star by an integer number of pixels be-
fore pasting, thus avoiding any shortcomings of resampling.
Note also that the time window during which the fake SN
is turned on is randomly selected. At variance with many
proposed tests of SN photometry (e.g. Schmidt et al. 1998;
Holtzman et al. 2008), this copy-paste method is indepen-
dent of PSF modeling, astrometric mappings, and photo-
metric ratios between images, and hence might detect the
effects of improper estimates of these inputs.
The idea, then, is to test a photometry by its ability to
reproduce the photometric factor used to dim the model
star. To construct a light curve for each model and fake
star pairing, the same procedure is applied for each pair on
a set of images. As the RSP photometry runs on aligned
images, one can translate the pixels of the model star by
the same amount on all images and is guaranteed to always
land on the same position on the sky. For the DSP photom-
etry, this is clearly not the case, and we must be careful to
select unaligned (and therefore un-resampled) images that
are, by sheer happenstance, very nearly aligned up to a
translation. The underestimation of the flux as a result of a
position error, for a Gaussian PSF, is given by equation 3.
Given a rotation between 2 images of angle ∆θ, a relative
difference in plate scale noted ∆λ/λ and a displacement
vector v between the model and fake star, equation 3 can
be rewritten as:
∆f
f
=
1
4
( ||v||
σseeing
)2
[(∆θ)2 + (∆λ/λ)2] (16)
We use equation 16 to select bunches of consecutive im-
ages such that they yield a difference in flux under the
10−3 level if ||v|| = 100 pixels. Fake stars constructed with
a larger value for ||v|| are not considered in the analysis.
We indeed find un-rotated successive image bunches be-
cause CFHT enjoys an equatorial mount and the camera
(which has no rotation capability) is usually mounted on
its top end once for a whole dark-time run. The fake stars
are only pasted during these lunations, leaving their flux
at 0 for the remaining images, thereby simulating top-hat
lightcurves for these fake “supernovae”. Note that to avoid
correlations, we only cut and paste one fake star per galaxy
per lunation. For this simulation, we use r-band images in
CCD 13 of field D1, in CCD 11 of field D2, and in CCD
12 of field D4. The chosen CCDs are near the center of the
CCD mosaic.
7.3. Expected biases
7.3.1. PSF spatial variation bias
We expect a small simulation-induced bias as a function
of displacement from model to fake star due to variations
in the PSF as we move across the image. Indeed, the fake
star generation process cuts a star with a given PSF and
pastes it in a location where the PSF is slightly different.
The induced bias as a result of this is given by:
fˆ
f
=
∑
ij
PSFij(x)PSFij(x+ v)∑
ij
PSF 2ij(x+ v)
(17)
Because the change in the PSF model is linear by con-
struction with respect to position in an image, expression
17 depends linearly on v. To directly observe this bias, we
run simulations with a photometric ratio of 1 and avoid
adding Poisson noise. We also compute the expected trend
using equation 17 for a wide range of v summed across
all images used during the simulation. The trend expected
by direct computation matches the one observed for sim-
ulations, and the effect is clearly linear in v. This bias is
well below the 10−3 level for typical v used during the sim-
ulation. Furthermore, the bias disappears when one aver-
ages over v directions. We hence did not take any action
to account for the PSF variation from model to fake star
positions in our simulations.
7.3.2. Low S/N bias
We have seen in § 3.3 that PSF flux measurements are
biased at low S/N, due to position uncertainties. When a
common position is fitted for a source in an image series,
the bias is lower but does not disappear.
For a flux measurement on a single image i of flux fi,
the S/N ratio is defined simply as the ratio of fi to σ(fˆi).
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For a light-curve of any shape, the least-squares estimator
of its amplitude A has a variance that satisfies:
A2
Var[Aˆ]
=
∑
i
f2i
Var[fˆi]
(18)
where fi is the expected flux in each image.
In appendix B of Guy et al. (2010), it is shown that
the bias of Aˆ follows the same law as for a single image
(described in Eq. 4), namely:
E[Â]
A
'
{
1− Var[Â]
A2
}
(19)
For the noisiest supernova observed, this is expected to cor-
respond to a bias of a few parts in a thousand. To make
precision tests of the photometric accuracy at low S/N we
need to take into account this bias. The photometry’s abil-
ity to reconstruct the photometric ratio will therefore be
tested as a function of its S/N, as defined in equation 18.
To detect any remaining bias, we fit equation 19 with an
additional constant offset term b:
rˆ
r
− 1 = − 1
(S/N)2
+ b (20)
where r the flux ratio used during the cut and paste, rˆ the
reconstructed flux ratio, and b is a free parameter.
7.3.3. Model star correlations
Because the same model star is reused in multiple model
fake star pairing, we take into account possible correlations
induced by this repetition and their impact on the simu-
lation’s precision. To do this, we increase the uncertainty
on the model star flux until the χ2 per degree of freedom
becomes 1 when fitting equation 20. We find that we must
add 1% uncertainty to the DSP fluxes of the model star,
and 0.8% to the RSP fluxes.
7.4. Simulation parameters
We compare the fake star’s simulated parameters with
those of real SN, measured during the SNLS 3-year analysis
in order to ensure that the simulation tests the photometry
in a wide range of realistic conditions. In figure 4 we show
density plots in the plane of the ratio of the galaxy flux to
the SN flux as a function of the supernova S/N for both
real data and the simulation. The galaxy flux is defined as
the integral of the galactic flux weighted by the PSF. For
a galaxy model G(i, j), this is computed as :
Fgal =
∑
i,j PSFxSN (i, j)×G(i, j)∑
i,j PSFxSN (i, j)× PSFxSN (i, j)
(21)
With this comparison, we see that the distribution of
simulated parameters resembles that of real data, however
with more galaxy flux on average in simulations than in
real data. This helps at detecting possible shortcomings
of fitting a structured galaxy. We recall that the images
used during fake star photometry are the same as those
used for SNLS science photometry, and we can therefore be
confident that the simulation closely mimics the observing
conditions of SN photometry.
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Fig. 4: Above are density plots comparing the distribution
of real SN and simulated fake stars in the plane of galactic
flux VS S/N.
In addition to selection factors that are aimed at mim-
icking the SN population, we perform cuts necessary for
proper analysis of the simulation results. A number of
model stars used turned out to be variable stars. These
are cut from the analysis. We also cut all fake stars gen-
erated using a photometric factor above 0.1 so that the
original Poisson noise of the model star becomes negligi-
ble compared to that added to the fake star during the cut
and paste. Finally, model stars that are cataloged as hav-
ing a significant proper motion are also cut, because the
DSP photometry will take into account their motion but
not that of the corresponding fake SN.
7.5. Results
7.5.1. Photometric accuracy of RSP
We begin by analyzing the results for the RSP. This tech-
nique was used for measuring the SNLS supernovae re-
ported in Astier et al. (2006) and Guy et al. (2010). In figure
5, we see the result of fitting equation 20 to the photomet-
ric ratios obtained. We find that this method overestimates
the flux of SN by a factor of (1.75 ± 0.83) × 10−3. This
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bias has not been found to depend on galactic flux, model
or fake star flux, star color, or IQ. A number of tests were
performed in an attempt to determine its origin. These are:
– Reducing the vignette size used by RSP. A change would
indicate that pollutions in the vignette are causing the
flux bias, but the bias remained.
– Keeping the photometric factor at 1, and pasting the
fake star on a dark patch of sky. We then compare the
photometry of the fake star with and without a galaxy
fit. A difference would indicate that flux transfers be-
tween fitted galaxy and fitted SN are causing the bias.
No significant difference was observed.
– Fitting the flux average of the RSP fake star lightcurve
using the covariance matrix produced by DSP, to see if
the error model of RSP was biasing. The bias remained.
– Switching to i band. Again, the bias remained.
We conclude that the measured bias is likely to be a sta-
tistical fluctuation of the simulations at the 2 σ level. This
photometry method was used in particular to produce the
SNLS light curves published in Guy et al. (2010), and we
recommend adding a correlated 1.75 × 10−3 relative sys-
tematic uncertainty to this data set, which amounts to less
than 1/3 of the photometric calibration uncertainty.
7.5.2. Photometric accuracy of DSP
From this section on, the results refer to those obtained
using the DSP method. We begin by fitting equation 20
to the data. The fit is seen in figure 6. We find that no
offset exists beyond the 10−3 level. The fitted offset value
is (0.12± 0.9)× 10−3.
Field star and SN photometry differ most crucially in
that during the SN fit we also fit a galaxy model. We there-
fore also investigate photometric accuracy as a function of
galactic flux, as defined in equation 21. In figure 7 we look
at the evolution of photometric accuracy as a function of
galactic flux after we have corrected for the S/N ratio bias.
No significant remaining bias is observed.
Finally, we also find that preservation of flux ratios does
not vary with image quality, as shown in figure 8. Again,
the S/N ratio bias is corrected prior to investigating any
bias as a function of IQ.
7.5.3. Photometric uncertainty results
The output covariance matrix includes the Poisson noise
of the sky and the signal itself (both star and galaxy
if present). We assume that there exists an additional
quadratic term which describes contributions to the vari-
ance coming from errors in the PSF model, the photomet-
ric ratio, and/or the residual photometric non-uniformity
in the images. The variance therefore takes the form:
Vflux = Vsky +
1
G
F + β2F 2 (22)
where G is the gain in e− per ADU. To estimate the value
of β, we use the photometry of bright (non variable) ter-
tiary stars. For such stars, we assume that the β2F 2 term
dominates the variance. Fitting a linear relationship be-
tween the RMS of a high flux light curve and its average
flux should therefore yield the value of β. In figure 9, we see
the result of the fit, for which we obtain (5.6± 0.1)× 10−3.
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Fig. 5: Photometric factor accuracy as a function of S/N for
the RSP method.
This is essentially identical to the repeatability of 6 mmag
for aperture measurements on the same data set reported
in § 4.1 of Betoule et al. (2013). We are then tempted to
attribute most of this noise floor to flat fielding rather than
photometry techniques.
We check that the fitted value is accurate in the low flux
regime of the fake SN. To do so, we compare the squared
RMS of their light curves with the estimated variance be-
fore and after adding a quadratic correction. Note that be-
cause the galaxy flux contributes to the variance, we look
at the evolution of the variance as a function of the sum of
the fake star and galaxy fluxes. This is seen in figure 10.
We see that the fitted quadratic term is compatible with
data at these low fluxes, but is also almost negligible for
such dim objects.
7.5.4. Position reconstruction results
By assuming that the position fit of the model star is per-
fectly accurate, we can conclude that the actual position
of the fake star is that of the model plus the displacement
vector used during fake star construction. We are therefore
able to compare the fake star’s fitted position with what
we can reasonably assume is the correct one. In figure 11,
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Fig. 6: Photometric factor accuracy as a function of S/N for
the DSP method.
we plot the ratio of the error on position computed in this
way to the average seeing in the image sample in which the
fake star was generated versus the S/N ratio. We also plot
the expected relationship between the two as explained in
appendix A. We notice that while the position errors fol-
low the expected trend, a few outliers remain. We attribute
these to be due to model stars affected by significant proper
motions that have not been flagged as moving during simul-
taneous astrometry.
8. Calibration using field stars
8.1. Calibration scheme
The magnitudes delivered by the Betoule et al. (2013) cat-
alog, referred to as mAPER, are the result of a compari-
son of tertiary star aperture fluxes with those of standard
stars. Because SN photometry is done using PSF photom-
etry, computing a zero point requires comparing PSF and
aperture fluxes for all tertiary stars. The PSF photometry
zero point for each image stack (all images in the same field,
band, and CCD) is given by :
zp =
〈
mAPER + 2.5× log10
(
fˆPSF
)〉
all field stars
(23)
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where fˆPSF is the average flux over all images in the stack.
The linearity of the PSF fluxes has been shown using the
simulations discussed previously. However, the calibration
of the science images relies on the comparison of PSF and
aperture fluxes. To ensure the linearity of the entire cali-
bration process, we must ensure the linearity of the ratio
between these two. In this section, we discuss two signifi-
cant biases in the ratio of fˆPSF to fˆAPER, and what has
been done to resolve them :
– First, aperture photometry makes no attempt at ac-
counting for sky subtraction residuals. In other words,
the obtained flux will be artificially modified by the to-
tal flux contribution of sky residuals in the aperture.
On the other hand, PSF photometry actually fits the
remaining sky level integrated by aperture photometry
(this is the si term of equation 14). Imperfections of sky
subtraction lead to a bias, particularly significant at low
fluxes.
– Secondly, PSF photometry does not take into account
the chromatic dependence of the PSF. The model as-
sumes that the PSF is the same for all stars, regardless
of color, which obviously leads to a color dependency
in the produced PSF fluxes. Because aperture photom-
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uncertainty (Eq. 22). We see that the correction makes only
a small difference.
etry does not depend much on the shape of the PSF, it
is not affected by this. This also leads to a significant
difference.
8.2. The effects of sky subtraction residuals
The sky level subtracted from the images is obtained us-
ing the average of the image pixels computed over all pix-
els, except for masks placed over all detected objects (see
§3.1). Despite these masks, residual contamination from the
tails of the flux distribution of bright objects affect the re-
mainder of the image. We note that a prominent criteria
in the selection of tertiary calibration stars is their level
of isolation, and they will therefore be systematically less
contaminated than the average pixels over which the sky
level was computed. This is why residual sky level at the
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Fig. 11: We consider the error in the fitted position in units
of σIQ as a function of the S/N ratio. The discrepancy be-
tween the expected relationship (solid line) and observed
values (points with error bars) is due to the fact that the
form factor model does not accurately capture the non
gaussianities of the PSF. This is explained in detail in ap-
pendix A. The outliers observed are thought to be due to
model stars affected by proper motions not detected by si-
multaneous astrometry.
position of tertiary calibration stars does not average out
to 0 when averaged over all images for any given star. Note
that such an effect manifests itself as a flux dependent bias
because the same residual sky level will affect the ratio of
fˆPSF to fˆAPER more significantly for lower fluxes. This is
seen clearly in figure 13a. It is possible to compute the ex-
pected residual effect by comparing the PSF tail pollutions
expected at the average distance from the nearest bright
objects for tertiary stars to the average PSF tails pollu-
tions over the pixels used to compute the sky level (see fig.
17 of Betoule et al. 2013). Indeed, the calibration catalogs
given employ such a correction.
Such a correction provides only a crudely averaged es-
timate of the effect. Indeed, this only produces one single
correction to be applied to all stars equally. During the
calibration process described here, we undo this correction
(using the figures provided in §4.3.4 of Betoule et al. 2013)
and implement our own. By using the fitted sky level of
PSF photometry, we can instead provide one correction per
star. However, such a correction only makes sense if we can
reasonably believe that the fitted sky level actually corre-
sponds to the left-over sky level. We expect for the fit to
make up for errors in the PSF model by artificially alter-
ing the fitted sky level with a fraction of star’s actual flux
while the actual sky level does not scale with the star flux.
To allow for a chromatic component to PSF modeling er-
rors (discussed in §8.3 and §10), we model the fitted sky
level as:
sˆ = [a+ b× (g − i)]fˆPSF + sˆ′ (24)
sˆ : is the average fitted sky level
g&i : are the g and i magnitudes respectively
sˆ′ : is the new estimate of the average sky level
a & b : are fitted parameters
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The a term is meant to accommodate both that col-
ors are arbitrarily defined, and that achromatic PSF errors
cause transfers between object flux and sky level. By defi-
nition, sˆ′ is expected to be the true sky level and hence not
to scale with fˆPSF . So, sˆ
′ becomes negligible at the high-
flux end of our stars, and we fit a & b in this regime, thus
rewriting definition 24 as:
sˆ
fˆPSF
= a+ b× (g − i) (25)
The fitted relation is illustrated in figure 12 and the
a & b values for each band are displayed in table 1.
Table 1: Parameters relating fitted sky level and flux as a
function of color for bright stars (Eq. 25).
Band a× 106 b× 106
g 14±0.7 -13±0.5
r 8.4±0.3 -5.4±0.2
i 7.7±0.5 -4.8±0.2
i2 10±0.5 -6±0.2
z -1.6±0.1 2.5±0.1
Using these new sˆ′ sky values, we can correct the aper-
ture fluxes from Betoule et al. (2013), using their standard
aperture area:
NeffectiveAPER = pi [7.5× 〈σIQ〉]2 (26)
where the effective σIQ used is also given by the Betoule
et al. (2013) downloadable catalogs.
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Fig. 12: Ratio of the fitted sky level to the flux of the star
as a function of color, for high flux stars only in i band. For
such stars we assume that the fitted sky level is predom-
inantly a fraction of the flux incorrectly fitted as the sky
level. We see that the fraction of flux that goes into our sky
level estimator evolves linearly with color.
Since the sky values are fitted in units of the PSF fluxes,
we instead add this correction to PSF fluxes. These two
methods are perfectly equivalent. The new zero point aver-
aging scheme therefore becomes :
zp =
〈
mAPER + 2.5 log10
(
fˆPSF +N
effective
APER sˆ
′
)〉
(27)
where NeffectiveAPER is defined in Eq. 26. Using these correc-
tions, we are able to eliminate the magnitude bias of the
zero point residuals, as shown in figure 13b: the zero point
residuals become flat over the entire range of used mag-
nitudes. This is good evidence that we have, on the one
hand, properly understood the origin of this bias, and, on
the other hand, properly understood the fitted sky level.
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Fig. 13: Plot of zero point residual vs magnitude in i band,
before and after correcting for aperture sky pollutions.
8.3. PSF chromaticity
In figure 14a, we display the values of the zero-point resid-
uals as a function of star color after application of the sky
level correction just discussed. A clear chromatic difference
is observed. We interpret this trend as resulting from the
chromaticity of the PSF which is not accounted for in the
PSF model: blue and red stars are measured using the same
PSF model, although blue stars are fatter than red stars
(except in z band where the effect is apparently reversed).
Such an effect is expected because IQ tends to improve to-
wards red wavelengths. We call α the slope of the observed
relation. Its value is significant enough that the effect must
be corrected, in particular in g band. We set out to con-
struct a natural magnitude system for PSF fluxes that cir-
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cumvents this effect. In other words, we want to be able to
convert PSF fluxes to magnitudes despite having no knowl-
edge of the object’s color. Explicitly, we want to be able to
write :
mPSF = −2.5 log10
(
fˆPSF
)
+ zp (28)
It is clear from this requirement that PSF magnitudes
will differ from aperture magnitudes via a color term :
mPSF = mAPER + α(c− cAB) +  (29)
where, for the time being,  is an arbitrary offset that we
have not yet constrained. Note that in the AB magnitude
system, cAB is 0 by definition. We write it nonetheless to
emphasize that the relevant color term is the color differ-
ence relative to the standard used. Recall now the definition
of magnitude for a given spectral energy density φ(λ), given
in Fukugita et al. (1996). For the aperture magnitudes given
in the calibration catalog it is :
mAPER = −2.5 log10
( ∫
φ(λ)T (λ)λdλ∫
φAB(λ)T (λ)λdλ
)
(30)
The transmission function T (λ) used is that derived in
Betoule et al. (2013). We choose to construct our own natu-
ral magnitude system for PSF fluxes using an additional ef-
fective filter C(λ), because ignoring the PSF dependence on
wavelength favours red wavelengths over blue wavelengths
(except for z band where the effect goes the other way). In
other words, for a given spectral energy density φ(λ), the
PSF magnitude is given by :
mPSF = −2.5 log10
( ∫
φ(λ)T (λ)C(λ)λdλ∫
φAB(λ)T (λ)C(λ)λdλ
)
(31)
This effective filter is chosen in such a way that it em-
ulates the chromatic discrepancy between PSF and aper-
ture magnitudes described in equation 29. We chose to
parametrize this extra-filter as a linear function of wave-
length. In effect, we require that for a given spectroscopic
library of stars (here we used the Pickles 1998 library),
the difference between PSF and aperture magnitudes de-
scribed in equations 30 and 31 has the same chromatic de-
pendency as that described in equation 29. In figure 14b,
we see that the constructed linear filter can indeed produce
the required chromatic dependency. It is clear from the def-
initions of mPSF and mAPER that the two yield the same
value for φAB . It is also clear from figure 14b that the dis-
crepancy between the two magnitude systems is not 0 for a
typical star whose color is the same as that of AB, because
of the peculiarity of the AB spectral energy density. This
constrains the free offset term  in equation 29 in that it
must account for this. In other words, to convert the mag-
nitude of a star from the aperture system to the PSF one,
in addition to a color correction term α(c− cAB), we must
also apply an offset  which corresponds to the magnitude
discrepancy between the 2 systems at the color of AB. The
values obtained for α and  are presented in table 2, with
a description of the constructed linear filter used to obtain
them.
Finally, this means that in fitting a zero point by com-
paring PSF fluxes to aperture magnitudes we must take
care to add a color correction term and equation 27 be-
comes :
zp =
〈
mAPER + 2.5 log10
(
fˆPSF + sˆ
′
)
+ α(c− cAB) + 
〉
(32)
Table 2: Color terms and offsets between PSF and aperture
natural magnitude systems in each band.
Band α× 103 × 103 λ0 (A˚)
g -4.7±0.2 -1.1± 0.13 19227
r -0.7±0.2 0.051±0.013 57500
i -2.4±0.2 0.82± 0.12 8206
i2 -3.1±0.2 0.98± 0.14 7389
z 0.7±0.2 -0.25± 0.03 -48409
Notes. α and  are defined by Eq. 29. The λ0 parameter de-
scribes the corresponding additional effective filter of equation
31 such that C(λ) = λ+ λ0.
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Fig. 14: Comparison of data with Pickles (1998) spectro-
scopic library in order to fit an appropriate effective filter,
in g band.
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Switching spectroscopic libraries changes the value of 
by about 10−4 magnitude or less depending on the band.
There is therefore no significant systematic error associated
with this magnitude system transformation.
Finally, we consider the implications that PSF chro-
maticity can, in part, be due to atmospheric effects, and
that the resulting color term might then vary with IQ. We
have fitted the slope of figure 14a separately for IQs below
and above the median IQ, and have found extremely com-
patible values. We hence conclude that a single color term
can effectively describe the chromatic effects independently
of IQ.
9. SN photometry
9.1. Performance on SNLS supernovae
The SNLS observing strategy calls for multiple images per
night. By assuming that the supernova flux does not evolve
significantly during the night, we can fit a new lightcurve
where all fluxes in the same night have been averaged.
Namely, we minimize
χ2 = (Fi −AFn)TWi(Fi −AFn) (33)
over the vector of fluxes per night Fn, where Fi if the vector
of measured fluxes over individual images, Wi the inverse of
their covariance matrix, and A is a rectangular matrix filled
with 1’s at positions that assign images to nights, and 0’s
elsewhere. The χ2 of such a fit yields a good quality test of
the photometry used, because it measures the compatibil-
ity of fluxes measured over the same night. Note that this
fit is weighed without taking into account the shot noise
of the SN itself. Because the shot noise is estimated using
the signal itself, such a weighing scheme would be biasing,
because negative fluctuations would receive larger weights
than positive ones (see e.g. Humphrey et al. 2009, and ref-
erences therein).
In figure 15 we provide the χ2/Ndof distribution of these
fits and the average value is very close to 1. This is partic-
ularly true for high redshift SN, where uncertainty terms
scaling with flux are negligible. Indeed, we see in figure 16
a clear increase of the χ2/Ndof for low redshift SN, where
this noise is no longer completely negligible. Note that the
dispersion is as expected for a χ2 distribution, given the
number of degrees of freedom for each fit.
9.2. Band-to-band position transformations
A significant difference between SN and tertiary star pho-
tometry comes from the fact that the SN position is not fit-
ted in g and z bands due to the expected low S/N. Instead,
we transfer the fitted position from the r and/or i bands.
To transfer the SN position from, for example, r to g, we
evaluate the position of stars in both astrometric catalogs
at the epoch of the reference image in g band using the fit-
ted proper motions, fit the geometric transformation that
maps r positions to the ones in g, and apply this transfor-
mation to the SN position in r band. We then fit the SN in
g at this fixed position.
To ensure that this does not lead to significant differ-
ences between SN and tertiary star photometry, we do the
same for a sizable number of tertiary stars (more precisely :
all tertiary stars in g band in the D1 field). In other words,
we compute light curves for these stars at fixed positions
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Fig. 15: Distribution of the χ2/Ndof of night fits (Eq. 33) of
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Fig. 16: Evolution of χ2/Ndof of night fits (Eq. 33) of real
SNe with their redshift.
using their fitted position in r band, after transferring it in
the same way we do for SNe. We then compare the light
curves obtained with those fitted in the regular way, i.e.
fitting both fluxes and position. In figure 17, we find that
the transformation incurs a flux underestimation of about
4×10−4 independently of the flux of the object considered.
In comparing the difference between the fitted position in
g band and the transferred position from r band, it is clear
that the difference is dominated by the y coordinate term.
In figure 18, we see a clear trend between the discrepancy
in y and the color of the star, pointing to a refraction effect.
Note that, as discussed previously (§ 6.2), when fit-
ting astrometry within an image series (i.e. images in the
same band) we are sensitive to the scatter of the refrac-
tion displacements about the average position. Here, how-
ever, we are transferring a position from one band to an-
other, and we are therefore concerned with the difference in
the average displacement between the 2 bands. Because for
the SNLS we have that E[tan z cos η] is much greater than
E[tan z sin η], we can understand why, recalling equations
9 and 10, the effect is much greater along y than along x.
In table 3, we provide the expectation values and RMS of
tan z cos η and tan z sin η across all fields and filters. We find
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that we do not expect the effect to be much more signifi-
cant in other fields, and other bands are less affected. Using
the Pickles (1998) library, and computing the atmopheric
refraction shifts for a standard Mauna Kea air column at
tan z sin η = 0.48, we are able to reproduce the slope dis-
played in figure 18.
The effect is most important when transporting coordi-
nates into g band, because the variation of the refractive in-
dex of air decreases with wavelength. In order to assess the
effect on supernovae, we propagate the average g−i color of
supernovae as a function of redshift z (g−i ' 3.6×z−0.75)
through the relation displayed in figure 18, and input the
found displacement into expression 3. We find a relative
flux bias that varies from 0.5 10−3 at z = 0.2 (lowest SNLS
redshifts) to ∼ 0 at z = 0.6 (beyond which g is no longer
used to estimate distances). This refraction-induced bias is
hence negligible.
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Fig. 17: Ratio of the fitted flux at fixed position to the fitted
flux with free position as a function of flux. We see no clear
flux dependence in the flux underestimation resulting from
the transformation.
Table 3: Average and standard deviation of tan z cos η and
tan z sin η for each field, across all bands.
tan z cos η tan z sin η
Field av. rms av. rms
D1 0.031 0.46 0.48 0.040
D2 -0.049 0.49 0.36 0.043
D3 0.110 0.53 -0.59 0.056
D4 -0.075 0.38 0.79 0.031
Notes. The values do not vary significantly from band to band,
so we do not further subdivide the table into bands.
10. Does the PSF size evolve with brightness?
The photometry methods we have been discussing so far
assume that the PSF shape does not vary with flux at fixed
color. If it does, the flux ratios of supernovae to field stars
become biased. We now study how firmly this hypothesis
is confirmed by measurements.
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Fig. 18: Difference between the fitted position in g band and
the transformed position from r band as a function of color.
This is done for all stars in the D1 field. We also plot the
expected difference obtained by computing the atmopheric
refraction shifts for the stars in Pickles (1998).
In figure 19, we show that the apparent size of stars,
defined from their Gaussian-weighted second moments (im-
plicitly defined by equation 1) tend to grow linearly with
the peak flux (fmax) of this star. This “brighter-fatter” re-
lation is however shallow: sizes change by about 0.008 pixel
over the whole brightness range, i.e. less than 0.5% for this
sample.
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Fig. 19: Difference of second moments of stars to the average
(over 1 CCD), as a function of peak flux. This is measured
on a small set of r-band frames taken at low Galactic lat-
itude, which have < σIQ >' 1.8 pixel. From vanishing to
almost saturating stars, the apparent size of stars seem to
vary essentially linearly with peak flux by about 0.5%.
To first order, the relative flux biases from PSF photom-
etry are exactly the ratio of the assumed PSF size to the
true size. One can check that statement for both Gaussians
and Moffat PSFs. In what follows, we discuss the relative
size change σ/〈σ〉−1 of a given star with respect to a local
average 〈σ〉, because this describes the expected size of PSF
flux biases from a wrong assumed PSF size.
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We know that, due at least to atmospheric effects and
electron diffusion in the sensors, the “size” of stars (in a
given band) depends on their color. Since in a given sample
of measurements, flux and colors are usually related, we
first measure this color vs size dependence by restricting
the analysis to the low-flux regime. We then measure the
actual rise of apparent size with peak flux after account-
ing for the size-color relation. Both relations are illustrated
in figure 20 for the g band and y direction, and the fitted
slopes in all bands for both correlations and both coordi-
nates are provided in table 4. We note that the size-color
relations are broadly compatible with the color terms of
PSF vs aperture magnitudes of table 2. We also note that
we do observe a color-independent brighter-fatter relations,
which are slightly but consistently steeper along y than
along x and similar across bands. Accounting for the size-
color relation is mandatory in g and r bands, but does not
significantly change the results in redder bands. Note that
requiring that e.g. g − i is measured introduces a relation
between fmax in g band and color because bright stars in
g tend to saturate in i band if they are red.
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Fig. 20: Relative difference of second moments of stars to
the average (over 1 CCD), as a function of g− i color (top),
for faint stars, and as a function of peak flux (bottom),
correcting for the size-color relation Both plots display the
science data, in g band. Values for the slopes in all bands
are provided in table 4
Table 4: Slopes of size vs color and size vs fmax relations.
color slope (×103) fmax slope (×107)
Band x y x y
g -7.7 ± 0.4 -6.6 ± 0.5 0.44 ± 0.04 0.60 ± 0.04
r -2.1 ± 0.3 -2.1 ± 0.5 0.52 ± 0.03 0.54 ± 0.03
i -2.2 ± 0.3 -2.9 ± 0.5 0.34 ± 0.02 0.42 ± 0.03
i2 -3.1 ± 0.4 -3.5 ± 0.5 0.43 ± 0.04 0.50 ± 0.04
z 0.1 ± 0.3 -0.1 ± 0.5 0.44 ± 0.03 0.48 ± 0.03
Notes. Slopes of fitted straight lines of figure 20 for all five
bands along x and y directions. Color slopes are broadly com-
patible along x and y, and also broadly compatible with the
ones provided in table 2. The color-corrected fmax slopes are all
slighly larger along y than along x, and do not vary significantly
across bands. Uncertainties are to be regarded with some cau-
tion, because the considered effects are small and fitted values
of the slopes depend on fitting intervals.
Because calibration stars are significantly brighter than
supernovae, their PSF flux ratio measured using the same
PSF are biased due to this PSF size change. However, the
calibration stars have a peak flux at most of 20000 ADU,
and on average of about 5000 ADU. So, given the slopes
in table 4, the relative flux biases between supernovae and
tertiaries are around 3× 10−4, and can hence be ignored.
Instead of these a posteriori arguments, it would be
more appropriate to incorporate the change of PSF size
with flux into the PSF model. It would have been our
policy had we realised early enough the existence of the
effect. Indeed, we discovered its existence while analyzing
test bench data from other sensors6. In both instances, we
find that the size rise is faster by about 20% along y (CCD
columns) than along x (CCD rows). We do not find evidence
of a significant variation from band to band. Because the
brighter-fatter effect seems linear with flux on two different
sensors, it is tempting to attribute it to a physical effect
within the sensor, rather than some non-linearity of the
electronic chain. One possible cause might be that charges
stored in the CCD induced by bright objects repel forth-
coming charges, thus causing the broadening.
11. Practical implementation of the simultaneous
photometry algorithms
The cores of both codes, written in C++, are Newton-
Raphson minimizers which require computation of both
the gradient and the Hessian of the χ2. We use analytical
derivatives for all parameters, and the Hessian computation
dominates the CPU budget. The algorithms require an in-
put position for the source (or the source list), and the first
minimization step is carried out at the fixed input position
in order to derive fluxes, which are required to evaluate
the derivatives with respect to position. Then, the posi-
tion is released and the required fit is carried out, which
typically converges in 5 iterations. Because it fits larger
stamps, the RSP algorithm is 2 to 3 times slower than the
DSP algorithm. The latter fits a supernova lightcurve with
its underlying galaxy on ∼ 700 images in about 2500 s on
typical ∼2 GHz recent computers. On the same image set,
fitting lightcurves of ∼100 tertiaries (without an underlying
6 We are grateful to P. Doherty (Harvard University) for pro-
viding us with test data of a candidate sensor for LSST.
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galaxy) takes about 2 hours. Neither of the codes has been
aggressively optimised.
12. Summary and conclusions
We have presented two photometric methods to measure
light curve of supernovae in the framework of the SNLS.
Both methods have been tested using realistic simulations
which consist in adding artificial supernovae to real images
by copying artificially dimmed real stars, and comparing
the measured and the applied dimming. The RSP method
exhibits a marginally significant bias of ∼ 2 ± 1 mmag,
which survived numerous tests, and that we hence attribute
to statistical fluctuation (§ 7.5.1). The non-resampling
method DSP appears free of biases to a similar 1 mmag
accuracy (§ 7.5.2). We have also derived an uncertainty
model that accurately describes the scatter observed in sim-
ulations by adding a systematic noise floor of 6 × 10−3 to
propagated shot noise contributions (§ 7.5.3). In practise,
the DSP method is faster (mostly because it does not re-
quire resampling) and more firmly founded from a statis-
tical point of view (because it does not ignore pixel cor-
relations introduced by resampling) and should hence be
prefered over the RSP method. The DSP method also al-
lows one to over-sample the galaxy model while the RSP
method does not.
We have established the methods required to accurately
compare aperture calibrated magnitudes with instrumental
PSF magnitudes of the field stars, required to attribute
calibrated magnitudes to supernovae. Two effects have to
be corrected for:
– systematic biases of PSF fluxes due to the wavelength
dependence of the PSF, ignored in the PSF model. This
translates into effective PSF bandpasses slightly differ-
ent from aperture bandpasses. We model the difference
between these two sets of bandpasses using the color
terms between both sets of magnitudes (§ 8.3);
– systematic biases of the estimated sky level in aperture
photometry due to the tertiary stars being more iso-
lated than average, and hence being less contaminated
by light from other objects in the field than average ob-
jects. We correct for this effect using the sky level mea-
sured from the simultaneous PSF photometry (§8.2).
We first have to correct for colored systematic contribu-
tions to this estimated sky level, due to the wavelength
dependence of PSF mentionned just above.
From figures 13 and 14, we generously attribute an uncer-
tainty of these two operations of 1 mmag. Together with the
uncertainty of 1 mmag for the SN to tertiaries flux ratio,
magnitudes of supernovae are affected by an uncertainty of
∼1.5 mmag with respect to calibrated aperture magnitudes
of tertiary stars. This is significantly smaller than the sys-
tematic uncertainties affecting the physical fluxes of these
tertiary stars, which are of the order of ∼4-5 mmag (Table
23 of Betoule et al. 2013).
Our photometric method requires a determination of
the relative astrometry of individual images involved in the
measurements and we reach a positional floor uncertainty
of 2.4 mas per star, image and coordinate, independent of
the band (§ 6.1). This precision allows us to detect tiny
variations of CCD row physical size (§ B). We investigate
effects of refraction on relative astrometry within a band
(§ 6.2) and across bands (§ 9.2) and conclude that it can
be ignored in both cases. We eventually detect that bright
stars tend to appear slightly “fatter” than faint stars, but
this effect does not significantly affect our photometry and
calibration procedure.
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Appendix A: Form Factor for Displacement Errors
To get to equation 3 we rely on the key assumption that
the PSF is nearly identical to a Gaussian for which σx =
σy = σseeing & σxy = 0. To account for errors induced by
this assumption, we allow for an additional form factor F
in equation 3 which then takes the form:
E[fˆ ] = f
{
1− F × (∆x)
2 + (∆y)2
4σ2
}
(A.1)
To find the value of F , we use the exact expression for
the flux estimator expectation for any given PSF model
which is :
E[fˆ ] = f
E[
∫ Data︷ ︸︸ ︷
PSF (x, y)
FittedPSF︷ ︸︸ ︷
PSF (x− δˆx, y − δˆy)dxdy]∫
PSF 2(x, y)dxdy
(A.2)
We then compute equation A.2 numerically for a range
of displacements using the PSF model of the reference im-
age. When fitting equation A.1 to the results we obtain
F = 0.788.
Appendix B: Pixel size variations
The astrometric fit we have described in § 6.1 assumes that
positions measured in pixel units describe the physical po-
sition in the CCD, perhaps up to some very smooth varia-
tion. This is not necessarily realised: the physical pixel size
might vary too rapidly for the coordinate mappings to ac-
commodate the variation. The manufacturing of CCDs can
make some rows or columns wider or narrower than the av-
erage. Figure B.1 presents the average astrometric residual
along y as a function of the y position of the measurement.
It exhibits discontinuities of the order of 0.01 pixel, ob-
served at the same locations in both r and i bands, and
at y values roughly multiples of 512. Figure B.2 displays
a stamp of a flatfield image (r−band) where the variation
of flat-field response along one or two rows is clearly vis-
ible. The flat-field average value over rows is displayed in
figure B.3, where one can spot variations of the order of 1%
of the average flat values at the positions where we detect
astrometric residual discontinuities. It is tempting to at-
tribute the latter to physically wider or narrower rows, due
to some tiny misplacement of the masks during the CCD
manufacturing (type E2V CCD42-90). As we do not detect
any comparable pattern along x, and since the residuals
along x are not smaller than along y, we cannot attribute a
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Fig. B.1: Average astrometric residuals along y (expressed
in pixels) as a function of the y coordinate of measurements,
for measurements in CCD 12 of stars brighter than 20.5.
The average runs over the 4 SNLS science fields, i.e. ∼2000
r images and ∼3000 i images. The shape is very similar
in r− and i− bands, suggesting some instrumental source.
The jumps of residuals happen at y values close to multiples
of 512.
sizable fraction of the astrometric noise floor to these small
defects. We thus did not attempt do incorporate those into
the astrometric model. Similar mechanical defects with the
same consequences on astrometry were discussed about the
WFPC2 camera on the HST in Anderson & King (1999).
Fig. B.2: Stamp of a flat-field image around y = 515. The
response variation around one or two rows is clearly visible,
corresponding to the discontinuity of figure B.1.
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